
Wireless External Protection



Tri signal detection logic 

The detection of human presence is based on the 
advanced analysis of the activation sequence of 
the microwave sensor and the two independent 
PIR sensors. 



XD accessories

XD-LENS5 is a volumetric lens, 85 degrees, 5 levels, 78 zones. This lens is built into the XDH10TT-WE. 

XD-LENS4 is a perimeter lens, 14 degrees, 1 level, 6 zones. This lens is built into the XDL15TT-WE. 

Fixed grid: This is a mask which allows the creation of a curtain like coverage eliminating the side zones. 2 masks 

are included with the XDH10TT-WE.

Adjustable grid: This is a mask which allows the coverage of different zones depending on the installation needs. 2 

masks are included with the XDH10TT-WE.

XD brackets: The brackets include back tamper and steel screw pack. 



XDH10TT-WE detection pattern



XDH10TT-WE detection pattern

XDH detectors are designed for high mount installation – 2.4m

These detectors are designed to ensure maximum protection with a volumetric coverage. The area is 

covered at 85 degrees by 78 zones in 5 levels. They are immune from small animals up to 10kg. 

Volumetric coverage using XD-WALLBRACKETCurtain coverage using XD-WALLBRACKET and XD45D-

ADAPTER 



XDL15TT-WE detection pattern



XDL15TT-WE detection pattern

XDL detectors are designed for low mount installation – 1.2m

These detectors are designed to ensure maximum animal immunity and excellent perimeter protection. 

The area is covered at 14 degrees by 6 zones in 1 level for each PIR. 

Perimeter coverage using XD-WALLBRACKET & XD45D-ADAPTER Perimeter coverage using XD-FIXED-

RACKET



XD wireless features

One push to learn button

Extra power (2x) battery pack, 3v lithium, 10Ah

Battery connectors

PIR angle adjustment 

Dip switch for programming 

Back tamper

MW adjustment 

External tamper terminals



Install in 4 easy steps

Program the zone type into the panel

Learn the detector to a zone on the panel 

Perform wireless range test at the location of installation

Install the detector

Signal OK Low Signal



XD wireless features

Advanced jamming detection  

Two-way wireless, compatible with Enforcer32-WE, PCX46APP & UR2-WE 

Wireless range test indicator on the detector 

1,6km range in open space

128 bit encrypted wireless protocol

Wireless antenna hoping technology



XD features

Digital IFT technology

Digital temp compensation

Auto sensitivity

Different MW frequencies

Certified to IP55

MW vegetation sway filter

Auto enabled walk test buzzer in walk 

test mode

UV filter built into the lenses 



Any Questions?


